We obtained coordinated observations of the large sunspot in NOAA Region 8539 on 1999 May 9 and 13 with the Very Large Array and three instruments (CDS, EIT, MDI) aboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory satellite. The EUV observations reveal a plume in the sunspot umbra on both observing dates. The plume appears brightest in emission lines formed at temperatures between 1:6 Â 10 5 and 5:0 Â 10 5 K. Radio emission from the sunspot umbra is dominated by thermal gyroemission from the plume, which accounts for radio brightness temperatures < 1 Â 10 6 K in the umbra on both dates, as well as umbral brightness temperature depressions in the 4.535 and 8.065 GHz observations on May 13. A compact 14.665 GHz source persists near the umbra/penumbra boundary during our observing period, indicating a long-lived, compact flux tube with coronal magnetic field strength of at least 1748 G. It occurs in a portion of the sunspot that appears very dark in EUV emission.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the centimetric radio emission observed from sunspots is dominated by thermal gyroresonance emission (e.g., Kundu 1965; Zheleznyakov 1970; White & Kundu 1997 , and references therein; White 2004) . Thermal gyroresonance emission (or, more simply, gyroemission) occurs where the radio observing frequency is a low harmonic (typically second or third) of the electron gyrofrequency in the radio source. For example, second and third harmonic gyroemission at a radio observing frequency of 5 GHz (6 cm wavelength) originates in plasma with magnetic field strengths of 900 and 600 G, respectively. Similarly, at a frequency of 15 GHz (2 cm) the field strengths corresponding to second and third harmonic gyroemission are 2700 and 1800 G. The measurement of brightness temperatures $1-3 MK in and around sunspots indicates that magnetic field strengths appropriate for gyroemission are present in the corona and, hence, provides valuable information about an important but elusive quantity in solar physics: the coronal magnetic field.
Sunspots appear very different at extreme ultraviolet (EUV) than they do at radio wavelengths. This is because the EUV radiation depends predominantly on the temperature and emission measure of the emitting plasma, while radio gyroemission depends predominantly on the magnetic field in its source region. The EUV radiation is due to optically thin line emission from collisionally excited ions of trace elements, and appears brightest where the emission measure (and hence the optical depth) is greatest. Since sunspots contain relatively small amounts of plasma at coronal temperatures (e.g., Nindos et al. 2000) , they appear dark in coronal emission lines.
Model calculations of the radio emission from a sunspot with a simple dipole magnetic field indicate that the radio source should exhibit a relative intensity depression on the side of the spot closest to solar disk center and a relative intensity peak on the side of the spot closest to the solar limb (Gelfreikh & Lubyshev 1979; Brosius & Holman 1989) . This occurs because the gyroresonance opacity decreases with decreasing angle between the magnetic field and the line of sight. The corona is optically thin where the angle is small, so radio emission is seen from deeper in the solar atmosphere, where the plasma is cooler. Further, projection effects produce a limbward shift in the apparent location of a radio source located at some height above the photospheric sunspot. Alissandrakis & Kundu (1982) used the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) to observe a sunspot at 5 GHz on six successive days. Their intensity maps revealed a ring structure around the sunspot umbra, with an intensity depression toward the center of the ring. Such a depression could be explained by angular effects when the spot was near disk center; however, because the location of the intensity depression as well as the overall structure of the radio emission did not change much during the six days of observations, Alissandrakis & Kundu concluded that the radio emission from the intensity depression must originate in relatively cool plasma. Further support for the presence of cool material in this sunspot's umbra was subsequently reported by Strong, Alissandrakis, & Kundu (1984) based on modeling of the coordinated radio and soft X-ray observations obtained with the X-Ray Polychromator (XRP) aboard the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM ) satellite. Both Alissandrakis & Kundu (1982) and Strong et al. (1984) mention a possible association of the cool umbral plasma seen in the 5 GHz radio emission with sunspot plumes (Foukal et al. 1974) . Foukal et al. (1974) were the first to note the relative brightness of sunspots in EUV line emission formed at transition region temperatures. This was based on solar active region and sunspot observations obtained with the SO55 spectroheliometer on board Skylab. Sources of enhanced sunspot transition region emission were termed ''plumes,'' and a subsequent study of the 22 largest spots observed with the SO55 revealed that they all exhibited plumes (Foukal 1976) . Noyes et al. (1985) presented an averaged plume emission-line spectrum and showed that the relative intensity enhancement in plumes is greatest for lines formed at temperatures between about 1:6 Â 10 5 and 4:0 Â 10 5 K (5:2 log T 5:6). More recent studies of sunspots with the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) aboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite provide further evidence that most, if not all, sunspots exhibit plumes (Fludra et al. 1997; Maltby et al. 1998; Brynildsen et al. 1999) .
Numerous authors have noted that the observed radio brightness temperature distribution above sunspots does not conform to that expected from either simple dipole model calculations (Gary & Hurford 1987; Brosius et al. 1992; White, Kundu, & Gopalswamy 1992; Vourlidas, Bastian, & Aschwanden 1997) or photospheric magnetic field extrapolations (Alissandrakis, Kundu, & Lantos 1980; Gopalswamy et al. 1996; Nindos et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1998; Brosius et al. 2002) . For example, Gary & Hurford (1987) found that peak sunspot radio brightness temperatures were displaced toward the center of an active region in all 16 observing frequencies at which one-dimensional scans were obtained with the Owens Valley frequency-agile interferometer during a partial solar eclipse. They mention the possibility of cool plume plasma dominating the radio emission on the side of the sunspots away from the center of the active region. Brosius et al. (1992) and White et al. (1992) report similar displacements of radio brightness temperature peaks toward the center of an active region in Very Large Array (VLA) maps and mention possible contributions from temperature and/or density inhomogeneities. Alternatively, Alissandrakis et al. (1980) , Gopalswamy et al. (1996) , Nindos et al. (1996) , Lee et al. (1998), and Brosius et al. (2002) conclude that coronal electric currents play an important role in the magnetic fields of sunspots. Within the context of the present work, however, it should be mentioned that none of the above references specifically include plumes in their sunspot models.
Coordinated EUV and radio observations have provided powerful diagnostics of the plasma and magnetic field in solar active regions (e.g., Brosius 2004; Brosius et al. 1993 Brosius et al. , 1997 Brosius et al. , 2002 White 1999; White et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2001) . It is, therefore, expected that coordinated EUV and radio observations of sunspots will provide similarly powerful diagnostics. Although sunspots have been independently well observed at EUV and radio wavelengths, they have not been well observed simultaneously in both. Thus, to date, the effect of sunspot plumes on the observed radio emission could at best be speculated. Only with coordinated EUV and radio imagery can the location of sunspot plumes within radio emission maps be unambiguously determined. Here we report results of one such recent set of coordinated observations. We obtained SOHO CDS EUV and coordinated VLA radio observations of NOAA region 8539 on 1999 May 9 and 13 as part of SOHO Joint Observing Program (JOP) 100. In x 2 we describe our observations and data reduction procedures, in x 3 we present our results, in x 4 we discuss the implications of our work, and in x 5 we summarize our conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We observed NOAA Active Region 8539 with the CDS and the VLA from 1400 to 2400 UT on 1999 May 9 and from 2000 to 2400 UT on 1999 May 13. The region contained a large sunspot, located at N22 E30 (À450
00
, +400 00 in solar disk coordinates) around 1900 UT on May 9 and at N20 W21 (+320
, +380 00 ) around 1900 UT on May 13. CDS (Harrison et al. 1995) on board the SOHO satellite contains a Normal Incidence Spectrometer (NIS) that can be used to obtain instantaneous stigmatic EUV spectra within its 308-381 Å (NIS-1) and 513-633 Å (NIS-2) wavebands for each of 143 1B68 spatial pixels along its 4 0 long slit. We constructed 4 0 Â 4 0 raster images of our target region by obtaining NIS-1 and NIS-2 spectra from 60 successive slit pointings with the 4 00 wide slit. Spectra were compressed (averaged) along the slit by a factor of 4 in order to limit the total raster time to two hr. In this mode the CDS spatial resolution was nominally 4B0 Â 6B7. We obtained five 2 hr rasters of AR 8539 on May 9 and two 2 hr rasters on May 13.
The CDS spectra were processed and calibrated using standard SolarSoftware IDL procedures. In particular, in order to get intensity arrays for the lines used in this work (see Figs. 1 and 2 and Tables 1 and 2), we fitted profiles of 33 lines in 12 NIS-2 channels and of six lines in 2 NIS-1 channels. The lines were fitted with ''broadened Gaussians'' 1 in order to accommodate the profile broadening and asymmetry that resulted from the temporary loss of SOHO attitude control in 1998. Since broadening is worse in NIS-1 than NIS-2, we use mostly NIS-2 lines in this work. The integrated intensity of an NIS-2 line can be written I ¼ 1:485Aw, where A is the amplitude and w is the ''broadened width'' (effectively the FWHM).
We also obtained full-disk, 2B62 pixel images of He ii at 304 Å , Fe ix/x at 171 Å , Fe xii at 195 Å , and Fe xv at 284 Å with the SOHO Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) around 1900 UT on both dates. These were used to fine-tune the CDS pointing (which by itself is accurate to only about 15 00 ) by visually co-aligning CDS intensity images with EIT images in lines formed at comparable temperatures. It is worth mentioning that some distortion was evident in the CDS images relative to their EIT snapshot counterparts owing to the 2 hr period during which the raster images were constructed. We found that we could compensate for this by adjusting the CDS pixel size from its nominal value of 4B0 Â 6B7 to 4B3 Â 6B7, an increase of 6.7% in the x-direction. We also used the EIT images to look for loops or other structures that might be associated with features in the radio imagery.
We co-aligned and averaged the five CDS rasters from May 9 to obtain average EUV images (Fig. 1) , and did the same with the two CDS rasters from May 13 (Fig. 2) . In the analysis that follows we use these average images to focus on the 2 0 Â 2 0 area around the sunspot on each observing date. We obtained full disk, 1B98 pixel continuum intensity images and longitudinal magnetograms with SOHO's Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) around 1900 UT on both observing dates. The intensity images yield the location of the sunspot umbra and penumbra, while the magnetograms yield the strength and orientation of the photospheric magnetic field. Table 1 . Here, however, we have only two CDS rasters from which to calculate averages and their associated uncertainties. The O iii line at 525.8 Å and the Ne v line at 572.2 Å both suffer from data flaws during the second raster scan on May 13. That is why we display the weaker Ne v line at 569.8 Å in Figs. 1 and 2 . The 572.2 Å image was cleaned enough that we include its average values and their associated uncertainties in this table. For O iii at 525.8 Å we include only data from the first raster scan for the average sunspot and average region intensities. Notes.-Line wavelengths are in Å . T max is the temperature at which a given line's fractional ion abundance is maximized, i.e., the line's ''formation temperature''; values here are adopted from Mazzotta et al. (1998) as incorporated into the CHIANTI database (Dere et al. 1997; Young, Landi, & Thomas 1998; Landi et al. 1999) . Line intensities are in ergs cm À2 s À1 sr À1 . The O iv line is a blend of four closely spaced O iv lines. Average sunspot intensities include the plume, and average region intensities include the sunspot. Uncertainties on the tabulated averages encompass the maximum and minimum averages from the five rasters and, hence, the maximum range due to time variability. The maximum intensity (''Max'') corresponds to the maximum value measured in any CDS spatial pixel within the 2 0 Â 2 0 FOV; ''p'' means ''in the plume,'' ''s'' means ''in the sunspot,'' and ''r'' means ''in the region. '' We used the VLA to obtain radio brightness temperature maps in the right-hand (R) and left-hand (L ) circularly polarized components at observing frequencies of 4.535 GHz (R 5 , L 5 ), 8.065 GHz (R 8 , L 8 ), and 14.665 GHz (R 15 , L 15 ). The VLA was in its most compact (''D'') configuration, best suited for viewing large, extended structures. Its spatial resolution (beam width) was about 15 00 , 10 00 , and 5 00 , respectively, at the above frequencies. In order to account for the quiet-Sun radio brightness temperature background (Zirin, Baumert, & Hurford 1991) , we added a constant value of 1:67 Â 10 4 K to R 5 and L 5 , 1:26 Â 10 4 K to R 8 and L 8 , and 1:14 Â 10 4 K to R 15 and L 15 . The intensity (Stokes I) at any given radio frequency is given by I ¼ ðR þ L Þ=2, while the polarization (Stokes V ) is given by V ¼ ðR À L Þ=2. The absolute pointing of the VLA is well determined, so that all of the radio maps in our analysis were readily co-aligned with the EIT, MDI, and CDS data. The uncertainty in the co-alignment of all of our observations is $5 00 .
RESULTS
Based on the present observations, we suggest that a sunspot plume may be defined as an EUV-emitting source, located above the photospheric sunspot, within which the spatially averaged intensities of emission lines formed at 5:2 log T 5:7 are enhanced by factors k 2 relative to their respective average intensities within a 2 0 Â 2 0 area immediately surrounding the sunspot. (See Tables 1 and 2 .) Although this may not be the ideal, ''final'' definition of a sunspot plume, it is more general than that proposed by either Foukal et al. (1974) or Brynildsen et al. (1999) . Note, in particular, that it allows for the possibility that plumes may be seen well separated from their photospheric sunspots when they are observed in projection at the limb. We expect that, as plumes are observed more extensively and become better understood, definitions will evolve to incorporate their physical nature rather than their observed properties.
Figures 1 and 2 show 2 0 Â 2 0 average EUV intensity images of 12 emission lines observed on May 9 (Fig. 1) and 13 (Fig.  2) , including He i at 537.1 Å , O iii 599.6, O iv 554.5 (a blend of four O iv lines), O v 629.7, Ne v 569.8, Ne vi 562.8, Ne vii 561.7, Ca x 557.8, Mg x 624.9, Al xi 550.0, Si xii 520.7, and Fe xvi at 335.4 Å . The temperatures at which these lines are formed are listed in Table 1 . The umbral and penumbral boundaries of the sunspot, displayed as dashed contours, were obtained from the co-aligned MDI continuum images. Note that the O iv, O v, Ne v, Ne vi, and Ne vii lines (and, to a lesser extent, the Ca x line), formed at temperatures between 1:6 Â 10 5 and 5:0 Â 10 5 K (up to 7:9 Â 10 5 K for Ca x), are relatively bright in the sunspot umbra, indicating an enhancement of transition region material at this location. This is consistent with the sunspot plume observations of Foukal et al. (1974) , Fludra et al. (1997) , Maltby et al. (1998), and Brynildsen et al. (1999) . Since the O v line at 629.7 Å is the most intense line at which the plume can be identified, we use it to outline the location of the plume in these and subsequent figures. Solid contours in each panel of Figures 1 and 2 Tables 1 and 2 , and because it nicely outlines the area of enhanced O v plume emission in the figures.) The plume is clearly visible in the sunspot umbra on both dates, as are features of enhanced transition region emission just outside the sunspot penumbra. The latter appear brighter than the plume itself in O iii and O iv, but fainter in Ne v, Ne vi, and Ne vii. Tables 1 and 2 list time-averaged intensities for the 12 lines displayed in Figures 1 and 2 (along with eight additional lines) for three different spatial features observed on May 9 and 13: the sunspot plume, the whole sunspot, and the entire 2 0 Â 2 0 area. Here the average intensities and their respective uncertainties were calculated to cover the ranges of (spatially averaged feature) intensities observed within the CDS rasters on each date. For example, the minimum plume-averaged O v intensity observed in any of the five CDS rasters on May 9 is the average intensity listed in . This latter value is nearly equal to the plumeaveraged O v intensity observed on May 13 (3775.1), which has a very small associated uncertainty (3.8; possibly due to the fact that we have only two CDS rasters on the 13th). At any rate, the maximum plume-averaged intensity variation that we observe on and between May 9 and 13 is $13% of the May 9 average value, comparable to the plume intensity fluctuations reported by Noyes et al. (1985) as well as the amplitude of sunspot intensity oscillations reported by Fludra et al. (1997) and Fludra (2001) . Based on O v intensities averaged over the whole sunspot, Tables 1 and 2 reveal maximum fluctuations (from the average value observed on May 9) $5%. Thus, Figures 1 and 2 and Tables 1 and 2 indicate an overall stability of the plume (in both location and intensity) during our observing period.
Figures 3 and 4 show contour maps of the radio brightness temperatures at 4.535, 8.065, and 14.665 GHz measured with the VLA on May 9 and 13. All six panels of each figure show the average O v intensity image along with the corresponding umbral and penumbral boundaries (dashed contours). Notice again that the plume is clearly visible within the sunspot umbra. The top three panels of each figure display radio brightness temperature contours of the total intensities (I ), and the bottom three panels show the polarizations (V ). Tables 3  and 4 list the average brightness temperatures of the I, V, R, and L components in the plume, sunspot, and entire 2 0 Â 2 0 area for each observing frequency on each date. In addition, these tables list the maximum measured values of I, V, R, and L within the 2 0 Â 2 0 area, along with their locations (in the plume, in the sunspot outside the plume, or somewhere in the region outside the spot). Third harmonic gyroemission at the above three radio observing frequencies corresponds to magnetic field strengths of 540, 961, and 1748 G in the radio source. Since the radio brightness temperatures indicate that the radio emission originates in the corona and transition region, these field strengths must be present in the corona and transition region. For example, since the maximum value for R 15 on May 13 is 1:6 Â 10 6 K, we know that field strengths of at least 1748 G must be present in the corona on that date. Field strengths appropriate for second harmonic gyroemission at 4.535 and 8.065 GHz (810 and 1442 G), therefore, are also present in the corona. However, field strengths appropriate for second-harmonic gyroemission at 14.665 GHz (2622 G), if present at all, must occur very low in the sunspot atmosphere, where the temperature is no more than several times 10 4 K.
MDI measured maximum photospheric longitudinal magnetic field strengths of +1570 and +1700 G in the umbra on May 9 and 13, respectively. These measured field strengths should be viewed with some caution, however, since a cross-calibration between MDI and the Advanced Stokes Polarimeter (ASP) reveals that MDI may underestimate sunspot field strengths by factors $0.69 (Berger & Lites 2003 ; see also Green et al. 2003) . ASP data exist for AR 8539 on May 13 (Leka et al. 2001) and are consistent with such a factor: they show a peak longitudinal surface field strength of +2300 G and a peak total surface field strength of 2800 G.
Although dipole sunspot models and various extrapolations indicate that coronal magnetic field strengths are expected to be greatest over the center of the umbra, none of the radio brightness temperature peaks occur there on either of our observing dates. For a dipole sunspot viewed at some location away from disk center, projection effects and angular effects are expected to produce a shift in the location of the peak brightness temperature toward the limb, with a brightness temperature depression expected on the side of the spot closest to disk center (Gelfreikh & Lubyshev 1979; Brosius & Holman 1989) . However, this is not what we see on either of our observing dates. On May 9, when the sunspot was located in the northeast (upper left) quadrant of the solar disk (at x ¼ À450 00 , y ¼ þ400 00 ), the brightness temperature peaks were expected to be displaced toward the north and east in Figure 3 (up and left, along the direction of the arrow in Figs. 3c and 3f ). The observed displacement in peak location is along a line perpendicular to this, toward the south and east. No depression in the brightness temperature is observed on this date. (It is worth mentioning that the shifts in the radio brightness temperature peaks from the center of the umbra are much greater than the $5 00 uncertainty in the co-alignment.) Similar effects are seen on May 13, when the sunspot was located in the northwest (upper right) quadrant of the solar disk (at x ¼ þ320 00 , y ¼ þ380 00 ). The ASP data (Leka et al. 2001) indicate that the magnetic field in the large sunspot was close to potential on this date. The structure of the radio emission is more complex on this date than it is on May 9, but again, none of the brightness temperature centroids exhibit the theoretically expected displacement toward the north and west in Figure 4 (up and right, along the direction of the arrow in Notes.-Radio brightness temperatures are in K. Average sunspot intensities include the plume, and average region intensities include the sunspot. The maximum intensity (''Max'') corresponds to the maximum value measured in any VLA spatial pixel within the 2 0 Â 2 0 FOV; ''p'' means ''in the plume,'' ''s'' means ''in the sunspot,'' and ''r'' means ''in the region.'' Figs. 4c and 4f ). Rather, of the three peaks observed in the 4.535 and 8.065 GHz intensity maps, one of them is displaced toward disk center while the other two are shifted along a line perpendicular to the expected shift. Here, however, we do observe a depression in the radio brightness temperature. It is not shifted, as would be theoretically expected, toward disk center, but occurs directly within the sunspot plume. Not only that, the average 4.535 and 8.065 GHz brightness temperatures within the plume (R 5 , L 5 , R 8 , and L 8 in Table 4 ) vary from 3:44 Â 10 5 to 7:29 Â 10 5 K (5:54 log T B 5:86), comparable to the formation temperatures of prominent plume lines. We conclude that the radio brightness temperature depression observed in the 4.535 and 8.065 GHz emission on 1999 May 13 is due to thermal gyroemission from the sunspot plume.
Although no depression is evident in the 4.535 and 8.065 GHz maps of May 9, the average brightness temperatures within the plume (R 5 , L 5 , R 8 , and L 8 in Table 3 ) vary from 3:32 Â 10 5 to 9:49 Â 10 5 K (5:52 logT B 5:98), similar to the values above for May 13. Thus, the radio emission from the sunspot umbra on both May 9 and 13 is dominated by thermal gyroemission from the plume.
An additional feature of our observations is the small, intense, highly polarized 14.665 GHz source located near the eastern edge of the umbra on both dates. The fact that this source lies not over the center of the umbra (where the largest photospheric field strengths occur), but is displaced far from it, indicates that the magnetic field over the spot is not symmetric. A similar 15 GHz source was reported by White, Kundu, & Gopalswamy (1991) from one day of high-dynamic range VLA observations. Here, we find that the 14.665 GHz source persists for at least two observing days, indicating a stability in the asymmetry of the sunspot's coronal magnetic field. 4:7 Â 10 4 , 1:0 Â 10 6 , 1:4 Â 10 6 , and 2:0 Â 10 6 K, respectively. The field of view (FOV) for each panel is the same as in Figures 1 and 3 , and the umbral and penumbral boundaries are again plotted as dashed contours. Intensities in these images are displayed on a logarithmic scale, and reveal the presence of faint coronal emission within both the umbra and the penumbra, consistent with the CDS measurement of weak coronal line emission there (Table 1) . One contour level for each of I 5 , I 8 , and I 15 is plotted in all four panels, showing the locations of the radio brightness temperature peaks. The I 15 source appears closest to spot center near the umbral boundary, followed by the I 8 and I 5 sources. Notice that the I 15 source appears in one of the darkest EUV portions of the sunspot, indicating that the magnetic flux tube containing the largest coronal magnetic field strengths has a comparatively low emission measure. Figure 6 is similar to Figure 5 , but for May 13. Here, in addition to the closely-spaced sequence of I 5 , I 8 , and I 15 sources in the upper left of the spot (between the umbral and penumbral boundaries), we see two additional pairs of I 5 and I 8 contours. In each of those two cases, the I 8 source lies closer to spot center than does the I 5 source. As with the May 9 observations, the I 15 source appears in one of the darkest EUV portions of the sunspot.
DISCUSSION
Our sunspot umbra appears relatively dark in EUV line emission formed at coronal temperatures (Figs. 1, 2 , 5, and 6). It does, however, emit a small but measurable amount of radiation in those lines (Tables 1 and 2 ). This is consistent with the observations of Strong et al. (1984) , who observed weak soft X-ray emission in the umbra above a sunspot with the SMM XRP. They concluded, based on the brightness temperature depression observed in their 5 GHz radio observations, that the radio emission from the sunspot umbra originated in a volume of cool plasma, possibly associated with a sunspot plume. While Strong et al. (1984) could only infer the presence of that cooler plasma in their sunspot, we directly, unambiguously observe it in strong EUV line emission from our sunspot. Thus, both our observations and theirs indicate that magnetic field strengths appropriate for gyroemission occur inside the sunspot plume, not in the hot, low intensity, coronal plasma outside (probably above) the plume.
In contrast to this, Lang & Willson (1982) reported that the peak in their 5 GHz radio observations of a sunspot occurred over the umbra, and that their observed radio brightness temperatures were generally well correlated with the measured photospheric longitudinal magnetic field strength. Zlotnik et al. (1996) also observed ring structure from a sunspot near disk center that can be well fitted by simple symmetric coronal models. While these results are certainly different from what we find here, it simply means that the radio source that they observed in the sunspot umbra was embedded in plasma at coronal temperatures, not in (plume) plasma at transition region temperatures.
One goal of multifrequency radio gyroemission observations is to determine the magnetic field and temperature structure of coronal magnetic loops (e.g., Holman & Kundu 1985) . For example, Brosius et al. (1992) used a series of radio brightness temperature centroids to outline the loop structure connecting a sunspot to its trailing plage. In the present work, however, it is not obvious that the radio brightness temperature centroids shown in Figures 5 and 6 outline any particular EUV loop or structure in the region. Recall, for example, that the I 15 sources lie in the darkest EUV portions of the sunspot, where they do not overlie any EUV counterparts. Similarly, the I 8 and I 5 sources nearest the I 15 source on May 13 occur within a region of EUV depletion. It is possible, however, that the two southern pairs of I 8 and I 5 sources on May 13 correspond to coronal structures seen in the EUV. Further, it may be that magnetic flux tubes such as the one revealed by the I 15 source correspond to compact, soft X-ray flux tubes like those reported by Sams, Golub, & Weiss (1992) based on Normal Incidence X-Ray Telescope (NIXT) observations obtained during a sounding rocket flight. We examined Yohkoh Soft X-Ray Telescope (SXT) images from May 9 and 13, but found no soft X-ray counterpart to the I 15 sources on either date. This is consistent with the sunspot survey study of Nindos et al. (2000) , which is based on coordinated Yohkoh SXT and 17 GHz radio observations from the Nobeyama Radioheliograph.
Coordinated EUV and radio observations such as the ones presented here help us gain a better understanding of the strength and structure of coronal magnetic fields in sunspots and active regions. Further analysis of this interesting data set will include a detailed derivation of the three dimensional coronal magnetic field (Brosius et al. 1997 (Brosius et al. , 2002 Brosius 2004; Gary & Lee 2003) and comparisons with extrapolations from photospheric vector magnetograms obtained with the ASP. It is expected that three-dimensional coronal magnetography will become routine with the advent of the Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR).
SUMMARY
We obtained coordinated VLA, CDS, EIT, and MDI observations of a large sunspot in NOAA Region 8539 on 1999 May 9 and 13. Based on the EUV observations, a sunspot plume is clearly visible in the umbra on both observing dates, and exhibits an overall stability in both location and intensity during our observing period. The plume appears brightest in emission lines formed at temperatures between 1:6 Â 10 5 and 5:0 Â 10 5 K (up to 7:9 Â 10 5 K). The radio emission from the sunspot umbra is dominated by thermal gyroemission from the plume, which accounts for radio brightness temperatures < 1 Â 10 6 K in the umbra on both dates, as well as a brightness temperature depression in the umbra on May 13. A compact 14.665 GHz source persists during our observing period, indicating a long-lived, compact flux tube connecting to the sunspot umbra / penumbra boundary. It occurs in a portion of the sunspot that appears very dark in EUV emission and indicates a coronal magnetic field strength of at least 1748 G. Research like this that depends on well-calibrated high spatial resolution radio observations will benefit from future observations with the Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR).
